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Abstract
We introduce several new versions of PageRank (the link based Web page ranking algorithm), based upon an information science perspective on the concept of the Web document. Although the Web page is the typical indivisible unit of information in search engine results and most Web information retrieval algorithms, other research has suggested that aggregating pages based upon directories and domains gives promising alternatives, particularly when Web links are the object of study. The new algorithms introduced based upon these alternatives were used to rank four sets of Web pages. The ranking results were compared with human subjects’ rankings. The results of the tests were somewhat inconclusive: the new approach worked well for the set that includes pages from different Web sites; however, it does not work well in ranking pages that are from the same site. It seems that the new algorithms may be effective for some tasks but not for others, especially when only low numbers of links are involved or the pages to be ranked are from the same site or directory.

Introduction
Commercial search engines are a key access point to the Web and have the difficult task of trying to find the most useful of the billions of Web pages for each – typically short (Spink et al., 2001) – user query entered. Probably the task is most difficult when millions of pages contain the query term(s) and these must be ordered so that the user is presented with the most likely ones. Google’s PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) was an attempt to resolve this dilemma based upon the assumptions that: (1) more useful pages will have more links to them and (2) links from well linked to pages are better indicators of quality. The continued rise of Google to its current dominant position (Sullivan, 2002) and the proliferation of other link based algorithms (e.g. Kleinberg, 1999; Crestani and Lee, 2000; Ng et al., 2001; AltaVista, ...
2002) seems to make an unassailable argument for the PageRank algorithm, despite
the paucity of clear cut results (e.g. Hawking et al., 2000; Savoy and Picard, 2001).

Modern Web IR algorithms are probably a highly complex mixture of
different approaches, perhaps optimised using probabilistic techniques to identify the
best combination (e.g. Gao et al., 2001; Xi and Fox, 2001; Tsikrika and Lalmas, 2002;
Savoy and Picard, 2001). It is not possible to be definitive about commercial search
engine algorithms, however, since they are kept secret apart from the broadest details.
In fact academic research into Web IR is in a strange situation since research budgets
and data sets could be expected to be dwarfed by those of the commercial giants,
whose existence depends upon high quality results in an incredibly competitive
market place. One paper that compared the two found that the academic systems were
slightly better but the authors admitted that the tasks were untypical for Web users
(Hawking et al., 2001a). Nevertheless, Google is one case amongst many of search
algorithms gaining from approaches and developments in information science in
general and bibliometrics in particular.

The alternative document models (Thelwall, 2002a) are an example of a
theoretical approach from information science that may bring benefits to Web IR. The
principle behind these models is that Web pages often naturally cluster into
recognisable documents based upon the directory or domain that they are in. When
working with links it can often make sense to utilise a directory or domain level of
aggregation, especially if each individual page contains a set of identical links,
perhaps in a standard navigation bar. The result of aggregation in such a case would
be the removal of all duplicate links, giving a more appropriate link count. This
approach has been shown to give improved academic link metrics (Thelwall, 2002a;
Thelwall and Tang, 2003; Thelwall and Wilkinson, 2003; Thelwall and Harries,
2003). Further support for these models is given by their ability to cluster (sets of)
Web pages in different and non-trivial ways (Thelwall, 2003).

A natural question, therefore, is whether Web IR algorithms can benefit from
the alternative document models. In this paper, new versions of PageRank will be
introduced using alternative document models. The effectiveness of these new ranking
algorithms will be compared against that of the standard PageRank. Human ranking
judgement will be used as the benchmark against which to compare different
algorithms.

Versions of PageRank based on the alternative document model
PageRank was developed by the founders of Google, Sergey Brin and Lawrence Page
(1998). The genius of the approach is that the algorithm is simple and intuitive, yet
admits a mathematical implementation that scales to the billions of pages currently on
the Web. For our purposes, since we are not modifying the mathematical algorithm of
PageRank but only the document space upon which it is applied, we will describe the
principle of PageRank but not the details of its implementation. The precise details of
the maths and further descriptions can be found in the original PageRank paper (Brin
and Page, 1998) as well as several other related papers (Haveliwala, 1999; Lifantsev,
2000; Ng et al., 2001; Thelwall, 2002b).

Essentially the approach used by PageRank can be described with a voting
metaphor. At the start of the process, each Web page is allocated a vote \( p \). For
example, each page may be allocated the same value 0.1. Each page then shares a
fraction of \( \alpha < 1 \) of its vote among all the pages that it links to. The reason why not all
of a page’s vote is used is practical: the algorithm does not necessarily converge and
will in any case give poor results (Brin and Page, 1998). After the voting, pages that
have many other pages linking to them typically amass many fractions of votes. At the end of this round of voting, each page totals its votes and to this is added an extra bonus vote \((1 - \alpha)p\), again a figure chosen primarily to make the algorithm work. The voting process is then repeated (with slight changes to the above description to take into account different \(p\) values for each page) so that pages with a high vote at the end of round one have more to redistribute. After repeated iterations the process tends to a stable state and the resulting votes are used to rank the pages. The pages with high votes are typically those with many other pages that link to them, or those that are linked to by pages that themselves have high votes. As a simple example of the utility of this approach, the home pages of large organisations could be expected to have more links to them than those of other pages that just mentioned the organisation’s name, so a Web search for a large organisation would find the home page near the top of the list if PageRank were used. In contrast, a purely text-matching algorithm would have great difficulty in deciding which page containing the matching text was the most relevant.

A criticism of the original PageRank is that many pages receive a high number of links for reasons other than their quality. For example, some sites have a standard navigation bar on each page, all containing a link to the home page and a few other pages. For the site itself, this probably does serve to indicate the most useful pages, but relative to other sites the total number of pages containing the link bar will be critical to determine the final PageRank of the targeted pages, meaning that larger sites will automatically rank higher. It has also been noted that links between pages within a site are typically for navigation purposes, and therefore are less reliable as indicators of target page quality than links between sites. Moreover, navigation bars sometimes contain links to other sites and one site often contains multiple links to another for reasons that are not related to target site quality. All of these factors undermine the effectiveness of PageRank as an indicator of the quality of the page.

An additional problem is the organisation of information by site, domain or directory. For example, a site containing much high quality information may receive many links to its home page, whereas its actual content is on tens of thousands of other pages under the home page, most of which do not receive many links. A case in point for this is the Microsoft site that includes an enormous body of authoritative information spread over many pages. In theory, links to the home page will redistribute through the layers of a site to these content carrying pages, but in practice this does not work (Thelwall, 2002b) and so the content pages will not reflect the prestige of the hosting site. This is an argument for including in ranking measures an assessment of the site as a whole in addition to the individual pages. A similar argument can be made for any coherent cluster of Web pages with a recognisable home page.

Based upon the arguments made above, the claim is that PageRank can be improved by incorporating rankings of a page based upon its hosting site, domain and directory. A precise definition of document models based upon these levels of aggregation is given below (taken from Thelwall, 2002a).

- **Individual Web page.** Each separate HTML file is treated as a document for the purposes of extracting links. Each unique URL in a link is treated as pointing to a separate document for the purposes of finding link targets. URLs are truncated before any internal target marker ‘#’ character is found, however, to avoid multiple references to different parts of the same page.
• **Directory.** All HTML files in the same directory are treated as a single document. All target URLs are automatically shortened to the position of the last slash, and links from different pages in the same directory are combined and duplicates eliminated.

• **Domain name.** As above except all HTML files with the same domain name are treated as a single document for both link sources and link targets. In particular, this clusters together all pages hosted by a single subdomain of a university site.

• **University.** As above except that all pages belonging to a university are treated as a single document for both link sources and link targets.

Applying PageRank to these models means allocating votes at the appropriate document level and distributing them according to links identified as above. For example, in the case of the domain-based PageRank, it would start with a vote \( p \) being allocated to each directory and then a fraction \( \alpha \) of it being redistributed equally to all directories that are linked to by this directory. The extra bonus vote \( (1-\alpha) \) \( p \) would also be allocated to each directory. Subsequent voting rounds would then follow the same principle.

Standard PageRank is based on the page level model described above. We introduce three new algorithms: PageRank using the directory, domain and university document models with the additional modification that only links between different sites (in our case universities) will be used. This is based upon the hypothesis that links inside a site are primarily for navigation purposes, whereas links to external sites are more reliable as indicators of target quality. The variants will be called intersite directory PageRank, intersite domain PageRank and intersite university PageRank. It would also be possible to apply PageRank to the page model after excluding internal site links, but this would not be effective since relatively few pages are targeted by other sites and so almost all pages would be ranked last.

**Literature Review**

**Web IR algorithms**

Although the main task of the early search engines such as the World Wide Web Worm (Chun, 1999) was to find Web pages, the rapid growth of the Web meant that technical development quickly switched to finding the most relevant pages for user queries. This lead to increasingly refined text matching techniques, such as latent semantic indexing (Deerwester *et al.*, 1990) where the query terms do not have to be in the page for it to be retrieved, but with link based algorithms, such as Google’s and Kleinberg’s, the relationship between pages and those surrounding has become important. The success of link approaches has not been replicated in the computer science TREC tasks, however, perhaps due to an untypical test corpus used, or untypical tasks (Hawking *et al.*, 2000).

Another trend is for the application of multiple techniques in a blend to obtain optimal results. For example, text matching can be combined with link algorithms and URL structure heuristics in order to identify home pages, an important task, as reflected in its inclusion in the TREC Web track. Various methods are available to identify the best weightings to use to combine these alternative techniques (e.g. Gao *et al.*, 2001). One side-effect of this, however, is that the construction of an efficient piece of software will not lead to clear results about the usefulness of any one of the components of its algorithm. Conversely, evaluating one approach on its own, whilst yielding such results, will not yield an optimal system. One implication of this is that
research into individual components can increasingly be seen as information science rather than computer science.

**Other variations of PageRank**
Several variations or generalisations of PageRank have been suggested. In fact its originators suggested a few modifications at the outset, including using a non-uniform pattern of initial votes so that PageRank could be personalised to the user, by giving their valued pages higher initial $p$ values (Brin and Page, 1998). This approach can also be used to alter the PageRank results through the inclusion of another source of information about page quality. Bharat and Mihaila (2001) developed a new version of PageRank and demonstrate through user evaluations that its performance is comparable with the standard PageRank. Lifantsev (2000) developed a general theoretical model for applying variants of the PageRank technique. Haveliwala (1999) developed computing techniques to apply standard PageRank to smaller platforms. Meghabghab (2002) proposed a version based upon in and out degrees of nodes, but this did not produce improved results. Richardson and Domingos (2001) developed a combination of PageRank with content information, and probably this is what Google does already.

**Search engine quality evaluation techniques**
Although many measures have been used to assess the retrieval results of a search engine (e.g. Hawking *et al.*, 2001a) the concern in this study is only with evaluating a search engine’s ability to rank the pages retrieved on a particular topic. As a result, the normal questions of precision (the percentage of pages returned that are relevant to the topic) and recall (the percentage of relevant pages found on the Web) do not apply, since these are typically based upon binary decisions of relevance and not on relative merits of the pages themselves. For example, TREC type evaluations focus on whether each page does match the criteria of the search rather than on the quality of the page content. Evaluation of ranking performance has actually been a particularly troublesome and controversial aspect of search engine research. Many papers describing advances have given anecdotal rather than formal evaluations (Brin and Page, 1998).

The relevance of the documents in TREC topics are formally evaluated in batches by a group of humans (Hawking *et al.*, 1999) but this approach has been criticised on the grounds that only a real end user of information can successfully evaluate retrieval results (Gordon and Pathak, 1999). Another approach, unavailable to most researchers, is to analyse search engine log files to mine search patterns (e.g. Spink *et al.*, 2001). Commercial search engines probably employ a combination of evaluation methods but none are ideal because of (a) the diversity of information on the Web and (b) the difficulty of getting a group of users to evaluate a similar set of results in a way that is not artificial. As a result, any evaluation process will necessarily be a compromise but the task of the researcher is to overcome these obstacles as effectively as possible.

**Research questions**
The questions addressed are whether any of the following alternative versions of PageRank produces improved rankings over standard PageRank.

PageRank with internal site links excluded and based upon:
• the domain,
• the directory, or
• the university document model.

Four sets of Web pages on four different topics were selected for the study (details of the choice of pages are below). Each set of pages was ranked by human subjects (details below). Different versions of PageRank algorithm were used to rank each set of pages and the ranking results compared with that of human subjects. The algorithm that generates a ranking closer to the human ranking is considered to be better.

Data Collection

Subjects of the study
Subjects of the study were students enrolled on the Information Retrieval course, part of the Master of Library and Information Science degree, in the summer term of 2002 at the Faculty of Information and Media Studies, University of Western Ontario, Canada. One of the assignments of the course was to rank a set of Web pages and then compare the ranking against those generated by different search algorithms to gain an understanding of search algorithms and search engines.

Twenty-four students on the course were divided randomly into four groups of six people each. Each group was given a set of Web pages on a particular topic (details below) and each student independently ranked the pages in the way that he/she thought they should be ranked in a search output. The group then met and exchanged their ranking as well as the criteria used in the ranking. Each student then did another round of the ranking based on the discussion with other group members (they could choose not to change their ranking from the first round of exercise). Students then proceeded with the other parts of the assignment that were not directly related to the study. For the purpose of this study, student ranking results were aggregated (details in data analysis below) and used as the benchmark against which to compare ranking results from different PageRank algorithms under investigation. Based on the ethical principle of voluntarily participation, students were given the choice of allowing their ranking data to be used for the study or not. All students on the course gave permission to use their data for the study.

Choice of page sets
Because all subjects in the study were Canadian graduate students, the topics of the pages to be ranked were all chosen to be related to Canadian university life so that students were knowledgeable about the subject and were competent to rank the pages. The following four topics were selected:

1. Ontario Graduate Scholarship in Science and Technology (referred to as OGS below).
2. Society of Graduate Studies at the University of Western Ontario (referred to as SOGS later).
3. Ombudsperson office at the University of Western Ontario (ombudsperson for short).
4. Admission requirements for the MBA program at the University of Toronto (MBA for short).
A set of Web pages on each topic were retrieved using three search engines (Google, AltaVista, and Teoma) and the top 10 pages retrieved by each engine were merged to form the set of pages for that particular topic. As a result, there were about 20 pages in each set to be ranked. When performing the search on the search engines, restrictions by domains were imposed to avoid the inclusion of totally irrelevant pages. For example, the search of pages on SOGS was restricted to the domain of www.uwo.ca (the university’s URL) so that irrelevant pages that happened to have the word SOGS were not likely to be retrieved. The ranking of these pages by the search engines were not revealed to the subjects before they did the ranking to avoid possible bias.

**Data for calculating PageRank scores**

As explained above, the calculation of PageRank scores are based on the linking information among pages. Search engines such as Google use link structures among all pages in their database to calculate the PageRank scores. For the purpose of this study, a universe of pages must be defined on which to base the calculation of PageRank scores. It was decided to use all Canadian university Web pages to be such a universe because:

(1) it is impossible to cover all pages on the Web for a project;

(2) all pages to be ranked are about Canadian universities so the links to these pages are most likely to come from other Canadian universities;

(3) it is feasible to crawl this number of pages (3,930,113 in total) and record their linking information.

The underlying assumption of this data collection method is that similar results would be obtained if a full search engine database were to be used. Although this assumption is impossible to verify, it is supported by the robustness of the PageRank algorithm (Ng *et al.*, 2001). In any case, the performance of PageRank on any conceptually coherent set of pages is of interest and appropriate.

The URLs of all Canadian universities were obtained from an online list (Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, 2002) and the exhaustivity of the set verified and supplemented using an unrelated print media source (Johnston, 2002). The list included all full universities as well as affiliated colleges. Each university Web site was then crawled by a specialist information science Web crawler (Thelwall, 2001a) to record link information. The crawler was designed to cover sites accurately, checking for duplicate pages exhaustively. The crawler can normally only find pages by following links iteratively from the home page and so pages that were not linked to would not have been covered. Two exceptions were made, however. Firstly, some universities’ home pages did not contain any HTML links and so a standard crawl would return only one page. In these cases a page of links to all departmental home pages was sought and used as an alternative starting point. Secondly, the URLs of the four sets of pages used in the study were preloaded into the crawler to ensure that they would be covered, even if no links to them had been found. Some areas were excluded on the basis of being mirror sites or huge online databases with only internal links. The crawling was conducted in the summer of 2002, shortly before the pages for the experiment were ranked by the students.

**Data Analysis**
As discussed in 'Data collection', each subject ranked the set of pages twice. The second round of ranking, after the group discussion, represents the final ranking decision and was thus used for data analysis. Only 9 out of 24 subjects changed their ranking from the first round and most changes are minor involving only a few pages. The average of the six group members’ ranking was taken to represent human ranking for that set of pages. Although individual student's rankings differed, they were mostly correlated with each other, which provides some assurance of the reliability of the human ranking data. The ranking generated by each PageRank algorithm was correlated with the human ranking to see which algorithm was better (i.e. closer to human ranking). The Spearman correlation coefficient test was used because the human ranking scores are obviously ordinal data.

**Results**

The results of correlation tests are summarized in Table I. The four sets of pages are labelled with their acronyms (see 'Choice of page sets' above for a detailed description of the content of each set). The first column of data in Table I gives the correlation coefficients between human ranking and the ranking by the standard PageRank. The other columns show the correlation between human ranking and the ranking generated by various versions of PageRank employing alternative document models. The column labelled 'directory' represents the PageRank using the directory level document model. The columns labelled 'domain' and 'university' are for PageRanks using domain level and university level document models respectively.

**Table I Correlations between human ranking and ranking by algorithms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Set</th>
<th>Standard PageRank</th>
<th>Intersite directory PageRank</th>
<th>Intersite domain PageRank</th>
<th>Intersite university PageRank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OGS</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ombudsperson</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOGS</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The N/A sign in Table I means that PageRank scores are the same or almost the same for all pages in the set and thus correlation coefficient cannot be calculated. It should be noted that the presence of so many N/A signs in Table I should not be interpreted to mean that the alternative document models would frequently not provide useful PageRank data. It is the result of the way that the pages were selected. Recall that restriction to a specific domain was necessary when forming the page set. For example, the SOGS page set was retrieved exclusively from the domain of www.uwo.ca. In fact the unique word SOGS caused the retrieved pages to all come from the same directory www.uwo.ca/sogs/. This explains why PageRank based on the directory, domain, and university level cannot provide data that distinguishes pages within this set. For this reason, this set had to be omitted from the tests of alternative document models.

Correlation coefficients that are statistically significant are shown in boldface in Table I. The standard PageRank had a significant correlation for only one out of the four sets of pages used in the study, the ombudsperson set. PageRank based on the
directory level document model showed a slight improvement over the standard model.

The only page set that is appropriate to test the alternative document model is the OGS set because no restriction to a particular university’s domain was imposed when forming this set (Ontario Graduate Scholarship is not restricted to a particular university). As a result, pages within this set come from different universities and the alternative document models were able to distinguish these pages well. For this set, the standard PageRank almost ranked the pages in the direction opposite to that by human subjects (the meaning of the negative correlation). PageRank based on the domain level document model shows an advantage over the standard model while the university level model showed only a very slight improvement.

Results from the MBA set came as a surprise in that the alternative document models showed disadvantage over the standard PageRank model. It is not clear whether it is an anomalous case or whether the alternative document models are not appropriate in some cases. One possible explanation for the failure in this page set is that the PageRank scores calculated for this set are not reliable. Recall that the PageRank scores are calculated from the database that includes all Canadian university Web pages. The MBA page set is centred around the Web site of the Business School of the University of Toronto. Due to the nature of the School, there are many links to the Web site that are not from other Canadian universities. For example, a search of links to this site using AltaVista search engines found over one hundred links from .com domain. The PageRank calculation missed all these links and is therefore biased. This problem does apply, or not to this extent, to other sets of test pages in the study. For example, the Web site that the ombudsperson set is centred around only has one link from the .com domain. Future studies can avoid this problem by a more careful examination of pages prior to the ranking experiment.

Discussion

The standard PageRank does not seem to be very effective in ranking Web pages in the study as shown by the fact that its rankings correlate significantly with human rankings for only one out of four sets of pages tested. Alternative approaches are needed to improve the effectiveness of PageRank. The study proposed and tested new versions of PageRank based on alternative document models. Although the results from the study do not provide clear evidence that the alternative models are better, it showed that these models have some promise. In fact, the results from the OGS page set, the only set that is appropriate to test all the alternative document models, showed a substantial advantage of the intersite domain PageRank over the standard PageRank.

One fact has emerged clearly from this research: that it is difficult to assess the quality of Web ranking algorithms, especially those involving links, and especially for researchers that do not have access to a crawl of a sizeable percentage of the Web. A full scientific evaluation would involve huge human and computing resources: ideally a random selection of queries with results ranked by a representative set of users for whom the queries represented real information requests. In order to be able to choose queries at random, access to a major search engine server log and its database for calculating the ranking scores would be needed. The TREC approach (trec.nist.gov, Hawking et al., 2001b) to resolving a similar problem is a sensible one: to have a centrally organised and rated collection of pages that are shared for algorithm testing purposes by participating researchers. However, this does not yet satisfy our need because those pages are assigned a binary relevance score but not ranked by degree of relevance. For the reasons discussed above, the ranking task
would be likely to be more complex and involve more and more difficult assessments than the currently employed binary relevance judgements. Our compromise was to choose a small set of four queries that were relevant to a fixed group of end users and belonged to a coherent subset of the Web that could be crawled and assumed to be sufficiently large (3,930,113 pages) for ranking the page sets chosen. This would not be a problem if information needs link creation and information distribution were known to be highly uniform and predictable on the Web, i.e. if the choice of topic for each set were known not to influence the effectiveness of a ranking algorithm, but we believe that this is not the case. On a large scale, link patterns appear to be reasonably predictable in some contexts (Thelwall, 2001b, 2002a) and over a large number of pages it seems intuitively clear that those with, say, three links to them would be, on average, slightly better quality than those with only two. Nevertheless, links are still typically created by individuals in an unsystematic fashion and not subject to any kind of quality control. As a result it is difficult to claim that three links to a page is likely to consistently indicate better target page quality content than two. This is more evident if it is acknowledged that factors other than quality can influence link counts, including target page age. As a result, any given link-based ranking algorithm is likely to be effective for some topics but ineffective for others. Moreover, with the low numbers of links likely to be involved in pages for some topics, it seems likely that even the most effective algorithm would regularly fail for a significant proportion of search topics. Therefore, it is probably not surprising that the proposed new algorithm in this study does not work well for all the search topics in the experiment. Future research in this area should design a wider range of search queries and avoid problems encountered in this study.

In summary, it seems that only researchers working for, or in conjunction with, a major search engine would be capable of fully assessing new Web ranking algorithms, and others will remain forced to extrapolate from the tests that they are able to run. The most promise for academic researchers probably lies with centralised initiatives such as TREC, although, as can be seen above, the choice of topics can impact on algorithms in different ways, depending on the details of their workings.

Conclusions
Although the study did not succeed in providing a definite answer to the research questions examined, it provided some evidence that the alternative PageRank algorithms proposed could have the potential to improve the standard PageRank model. The study succeeded in testing Web IR algorithms using an empirical study involving human subjects, a direction that was not followed by many previous studies. The ultimate value of any Web IR algorithm lies on its ability to serve human needs and thus the best way to test them is to see if they match those needs. Future research with alternative document model based ranking algorithms should keep the human ranking approach of the study but design a range of test queries that all involve pages from different Web sites.
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